Abstract-We propose a shift in the cellular positioning system paradigm that enables cellular providers to better meet the location-based services (LBS) needs of cellular users using only existing network infrastructure. Focusing specifically on current 4G and next-generation 5G technology, we outline a novel positioning system architecture, which utilizes the timing advance parameter to generate continuous position estimates with modern accuracy, minimum overhead, and improved latency. We highlight key limitations in existing positioning methods-excessive data overhead in positioning management traffic and poor network infrastructure geometry-through a review of the Third Generation Partnership Project's positioning system architecture evolution. We then present our alternative architecture, and demonstrate how our proposed system methodology mitigates these concerns, by comparing our proposed architecture with the existing ones. Finally, through numerical study, we establish that our methodology is able to meet and exceed federal emergency services standards and, thus, also many common LBS service requests. Our architecture is agnostic to mobile devices' capabilities and has the potential to alleviate computational burden at the mobile device while simultaneously improving data throughput and latency through reduction of control overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE capability of a cellular network to locate a mobile subscriber (MS) is becoming increasingly axiomatic in modern networks. The impetus for the rise of these location-based services (LBS) is arguably the advent of the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) E-911 mandate put forth in 1996. This mandate codified the requirement for the implementation of a positioning methodology with a specific level of accuracy to support emergency services [1] . However, the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long-Term Evolution (LTE) standard itself recognizes that "location service (LCS) is not exclusively for emergency services" [2] . The use of physical location sharing in social media applications, as well as lesser known applications such as fraud protection and targeted mar- keting, is nascent but increasing rapidly [3] . LBS may also find a strategic place in next-generation networks 5G as an enabler for new network capabilities such as device-to-device communication. Additionally, large markets have already been built on top of LBS, such as the German automated toll system which generates an annual revenue on the order of 5 billion euros [4] . With the ubiquity of mobile computing in cellular networks, the large revenues associated with this unique cellular service and the merging of a digital fingerprint with a individual identity, LBS is no longer a small niche area of cellular research. Indeed, electronic position records have already been admitted as evidence in courts of law, a trend that will only increase as cellular forensics become more mainstream [5] , [6] . LBS are requested by a location client, which may or may not originate from inside the network, and are generally divided into four categories: commercial, internal, emergency, and lawful intercept [7] . Commercial applications include LBS, which augments users' experiences with a service provided. An example would be an MS or user equipment (UE) 1 requesting directions from its current position to a specified destination. Internal LBS are used for "internal system operations to improve system performance" [2] . An example is a location-assisted handover [7] . Finally, emergency and lawful intercept LBS are self-explanatory and only serve to highlight the growing importance and reliance on modern LBS.
Furthermore, as the majority of cellular researchers look forward to 5G technology, internal LBS can play a role in enabling high data throughput and help push data rates into the tens of gigabit per second projected to be possible in 5G networks [8] . Specifically, technologies such as beamforming, spatial-division multiple access (SDMA), and device-to-device communications, among others, may all benefit from knowledge of UE location [9] . Additionally, fast LBS could provide information necessary for energy-efficient optimization of emerging ultradense network (UDN) architectures [10] . Thus, low cost and timely LBS may be a candidate solution for many current open research questions related to efficient implementation of 5G technology.
Given the ubiquity and importance of LBS, we propose shifting cellular technology and LBS away from the current clientdriven and overhead-constrained paradigm to one that maintains a continuous position estimate of all users while simultaneously relieving the mobile subscriber (MS)/UE of any hardware or computational burdens. Our proposed system takes a novel approach, leveraging the timing advance (TA) system parameter to maintain a database of user locations. We believe that the proposed architecture addresses the heart of the 3GPP mandate, which states that "it shall be possible for the majority of the UEs (active or inactive) within a network to use the LCS 2 feature without compromising the radio transmission or signaling capabilities of the evolved-universal terrestrial radio access network (E-UTRAN)" [2] . As technology approaches the doorstep of the Shannon limit [9] , [11] , it is important that LBS is achieved at low cost to the network in order to preserve already scarce network resources in current 4G and, especially, in future 5G networks. This class of low-cost and spectrally efficient LBS is the primary subject of this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we begin with a high-level review of cellular system architecture and related work. In Section III, we chronicle the evolution of positioning system architecture, starting with GSM, in order to highlight the fundamental and quantifiable difference of our proposed positioning architecture, which we present in Section IV. For the sake of brevity, we present only a brief review of GSM (2G) and LTE (4G) and omit Universal Mobile Telecommunications Standard (UMTS) (3G) while preserving the foundational trends underlying the 3GPP system architecture evolution. Throughout, parallels are drawn to 5G technology currently being researched. Numerical studies that demonstrate specific quantifiable benefits of our proposed system are then presented in Section V, before a discussion of our conclusions in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we begin by presenting a review of the relevant literature. We then define the scope of our work through a highlevel presentation of 3GPP cellular systems architecture. In this way, we specify the area of this system of systems to which our work contributes.
A. UE Cellular Positioning
The relevant body of work regarding UE positioning can be broadly catalogued into two groups: research on specific localization techniques and research on localization systems in general. The former category is comprised of work that specifically focused on the TA as a mechanism for localization. While our technique uses the TA, the novelty is not that it can be used, but rather in how it is used. The TA has long been studied from the perspective of GSM to LTE as a means of position estimation [1] , [12] - [16] . The practical realities of low accuracy when using the TA, particularly in GSM, did not initially indicate a promising future for the TA being used in isolation as a means of geolocation [1] . The TA has, however, been demonstrated to be a reliable measure of distance due to the tighter timing requirements in LTE [15] - [17] . Additionally, the TA has been successfully used in conjunction with other parameters for localization [18] , and indeed it is labeled as such in the specifica- 2 In the LTE standard, LBS are referred to as LCS.
tion [19] . We believe that the tighter timing required in LTE and beyond warrants reopening the case for using the TA per se as a means of cellular user geolocation. Furthermore, following [14] , we go beyond traditional methods of TA-based multilateration, and show how the TA can communicate information other than just base station-to-MS/UE distance; information which can be used to provide a more accurate position estimate.
The second category of relevant work is those focusing on the positioning system in general, which is the main focus of our contribution. There are several excellent survey papers that provide an overview of the subjects [3] , [20] , [21] . The work in [20] focuses exclusively on generic wireless sensor networks, and has applications for future cellular deployments focusing on deviceto-device communications, as well as in future realizations of the so-called "fog" computing [22] . Significant attention has been paid to hybrid localization techniques, with the particular end of improving positioning accuracy [3] , [23] - [26] . The main difficulty is that the current body of research has relentlessly pursued a more accurate method of position estimation without considering how their proposed methodology will affect the remainder of the cellular system. For instance, hybrid techniques that utilize received signal strength (RSS) based approaches, which are popular in LTE, are founded on two assumptions: that MSs/UEs have specific measurement capabilities, and that RSS databases can be adequately trained and maintained [27] ; assumptions that may not hold. We believe that by changing how we approach LBS research such that when we ask "How accurate can our position estimate be?" we also hold in tension the effect of implementing a proposed scheme into to the overall cellular system; an especially important and sensitive balance in 5G networks. Indeed, in concert with the nascent philosophy of cross-layer optimization, we believe a more appropriate question to ask when addressing LBS in the research is "How can we optimize the overall cellular ecology while still providing a position estimate that is accurate enough?" Adopting this crossfunctional approach is essential for satisfying the requirements of the next generation of wireless positioning.
In our paper, we focus on system-level changes; rather than attempting to improve accuracy in isolation, we explore ways to improve positioning system performance in the context of the entire cellular system's ecology. Specifically, our proposed enhancements focus on fundamentally changing the way location estimation is approached in the radio access network (RAN) subsystem. We will show this architectural shift to benefit the end user's quality of service both in the traditional sense (as it relates to data throughput) and in the sense of LBS.
B. LBS in 5G Cellular Technology
It may be that LBS will play a major role in enabling 5G concepts to come to fruition. Specifically, the high data rates and availability associated with 5G will require techniques such as SDMA to enable frequency reuse on the user, rather than sector, level [9] , [28] . Furthermore, the movement to mm-Wave frequencies means that antenna sizes will drop, thus enabling beamforming capabilities that support such ideas. However, quickly training these beampatterns is a complex undertaking [29] , [30] , and pre-existing knowledge of UE location may Fig. 1 . Positioning system evolution, shown using the GSM, LTE, and proposed architectures. The CN is simplified to focus specifically on positioning functionality and signaling channels required for positioning are highlighted in red and directionality is indicated with arrows. The GSM positioning architecture is highly spread throughout and embodied by the LMU, BTS, BSC, and SMLC. LTE consolidates that responsibility in the eNB and E-SMLC with future support from PE. Our architecture improves on these models by moving away from a client-initiated, pull-based architecture to one of continuous, push-based, and passive position estimation where data are pushed to the SMLC-L by the eNB with REM support.
prove helpful (e.g., as an initial starting point for a more exact UE position estimate).
Obviously, the success of SDMA is also highly contingent on the level of knowledge about where the target UE is located, especially in a line-of-sight (LOS) environment, but also in an nonline-of-sight (NLOS) environment. Additionally, device-todevice schemas would benefit from peer location informatics.
The movement from heterogenous networks (4G) to UDNs (5G) also provide symbiotic opportunities to both improve timing-based locationing while also improving UDN efficiency. For instance, UDN deployments will have many more radio heads than those found in current and proposed in future 2 or 3 tier heterogenous networks. Among the many advantages to such network, densification is the increased probability of closely located anchor points from which a UE can be located. Additionally, efficient UDN deployment requires a dynamic and responsive implementation to meet current traffic demands while remaining energy efficient [10] , [31] . We submit that our proposed architecture could provide information to such decision algorithms at no cost to the RAN.
Given the high degree with which these ideas are leaned upon to enable the massive data rates of 5G, addressing them becomes a major concern of the research community. We submit our proposed architecture as a potential solution to these open problems.
To better highlight our proposed changes, we now shift our focus to a brief review of past positioning system evolution and the current state of the art in cellular positioning architecture.
C. High-Level Cellular Systems Architecture
High-level system architecture is divided into three logical elements (depicted in Fig. 1 ): the supporting network (SN), the core network (CN), and the RAN.
The SNs are composed largely of either packet-switched networks (e.g., backbones and the Internet at large) or circuitswitched voice telephony networks. These networks support user requirements such as links for text messages, access to destinations on the Internet, and voice calls (now increasingly provided via the packet-switched voice over Internet Protocol).
The CN is a cellular carrier-specific implementation of certain nonaccess stratum (NAS) functionalities that provides for management of cellular services, as well as providing an access stratum (AS) bridge for data and voice transport. Certain NAS functionalities includes mobility management, user authentication, data integrity, link scheduling and triage, and radio medium access control, among others. In global system for mobile telecommunications (GSM), the CN is termed the network switching subsystem (NSS), and in LTE, it is referred to as the evolved packet core (EPC).
The RAN is the air interface where the MS/UE interacts with the network. The GSM physical layer uses a Gaussian minimumshift keyed approach. Conversely, the LTE RAN protocol stack is cross-layer optimized, in that the physical layer is an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexed implementation, allowing for physical layer measurements to influence higher level operations such as scheduling, thus providing each user with the best possible uplink and downlink channel [32] . In GSM, the RAN is termed the GSM EDGE radio access network (GERAN), and in LTE, it is called the E-UTRAN.
Currently, as will be explained in Section III, positioning functionality is spread throughout the RAN and the CN. Our model preserves both of these functional locations; however, our specific focus will be in the RAN, which has various subfunctional responsibilities of its own. One such responsibility is to take measurements for LBS clients to support positioning MSs/UEs. LBS clients may be intranetwork, requesting their own positions or extra network, requesting the positions of other intranetwork clients. The LBS subsystem in the RAN is our specific focus in this paper, although we also address how CN functionalities support the RAN's geolocation efforts.
III. CELLULAR POSITIONING SYSTEM ECOLOGY
In this section, we focus exclusively on the implementation of current and prior geolocation architectures. We begin with 2G (GSM) architecture, and contrast it to the currently deployed 4G (LTE) architecture. We omit a discussion of 3G architecture for brevity, as a review of 2G and 4G is sufficient to illustrate the current cellular positioning system schema.
A. Supporting Infrastructure
There are several components of the system architecture that are relevant to positioning, which are now enumerated and discussed. These components are depicted in Fig. 1 .
1) Mobile Device:
The MS/UE is responsible for making measurements, communicating measurement capabilities, and initiating a localization session as an LBS client, or acting in a stand-alone capacity by utilizing a satellite constellation to autonomously estimate its position.
2) Base Stations: In GSM, the base station system (BSS) is a relatively complex entity, with primary responsibility for managing the RAN interface. It is generally composed of a base station controller (BSC) and a base transceiver station (BTS). In GSM, the BSS is relatively uninvolved in the geolocation process except for receiving and passing along authenticated location requests [33] .
In LTE, the base station is generally regarded as an enhanced Node B (eNB), which operates much more autonomously than the BTS. Also, unlike the BSS functionality, the eNB may make and pass along network measurements for positioning [2] .
3) Serving Mobility Location Center (SMLC):
The SMLC, termed an evolved-SMLC (E-SMLC) in LTE, is the primary coordinator of resources and scheduling for location requests. In GSM, the SMLC can be integrated as part of the BSC, or as an entirely separate functional element. The SMLC receives initial location requests from BTSs, determines MS/UE capabilities, delivers assistance data to requesting MSs/UEs, requests measurements, and calculates the position estimate from received data [33] .
In LTE, the E-SMLC has a similar coordinating role as the SMLC in GSM, although it also manages hybrid positioning methods. Additionally, the E-SMLC may interact directly with an eNB, which is functionally separate in LTE, to acquire specific eNB-based network measurements [34] .
4) Location Measurement Unit (LMU):
The LMU is largely a solution for difficulties encountered when geolocating in GSM networks where BTSs are not synchronized. The LMU functions as a means of determining the real-time delay between pairs of BTSs being utilized for positioning [34] . LMUs come in two types, Type A and Type B. The former is a stand-alone unit that connects to the SMLC over the air. The latter is part of the BSS complex, and has a direct (Abis) connection to the SMLC [33] .
In LTE, the LMU (specified in Release 11+) is used as solely as a stand-alone unit, which is controlled by and reports measurements directly back to the E-SMLC. LTE specifically provides for the use of multiple LMUs with one E-SMLC [33] .
5) Positioning Element (PE):
In addition to the LMU architecture specified in GSM, UMTS and LTE also implement the PE. The PE is assigned a specific subscriber identity, and acts as a normal UE within the network (albeit one that remains at a specific known location). The PE will synchronize to the network using standard random access procedures, and then transmit a downlink code at specific intervals to facilitate UE ranging. Communication to the PE is conducted over the air interface (Uu) [35] .
B. Legacy Geolocation Limitations
As shown in Fig. 2 , methods for LBS are manifold. When the preponderance of the functionality of the position estimate is resident in the handset-based, the position estimate is generally more accurate. Conversely, when a method heavily leverages the network itself, the estimate is generally less accurate. These techniques can also be categorized into geometric and nongeometric techniques. In geometric techniques (e.g., global navigation satellite system (GNSS), assisted-GNSS (A-GNSS), observed time difference of arrival (OTDOA), uplink time difference of arrival (UTDOA), enhanced-observed time difference (E-OTD), and TA [36] ), LOS propagation is assumed to obtain a position estimate. These techniques are, therefore, vulnerable to NLOS propagation environments where nongeometric techniques such as enhanced-cell identity (E-CID) can be used [27] .
Despite the variety of modern techniques available, they all suffer from two key limitations that currently stress a RAN already at capacity. The first limitation stems from excessive control-based overhead, which results in spectrum waste. LCS are generally provided by one of two protocols: LTE Positioning Protocol (LPP) and Secure User Plan Location (SUPL). LPP is specific to LTE, may be used in both the data and signaling planes, and is utilized by the E-SMLC. On the other hand, SUPL is agnostic to the wireless standard, and can thus be used in various other technologies. It is commonly utilized in the data plane, and is thus less reliable than signaling plane localization. However, it can actually carry an LPP session, and is served by an SUPL location platform (SLP), which is logically separate from the E-SMLC (although the two may be physically the same) [37] . The GSM locationing protocol equivalent is the Radio Resource Location Services Protocol (RRLP) and suffers overhead difficulties similar to LPP and SUPL [34] . Furthermore, RRLP has longstanding privacy concerns; it is possible for an attacker to act as an SMLC and, unauthenticated, request positioning information from an MS [38] .
In either case, using LPP or SUPL involves significant overhead, including session initiation, assistance data requests and transfers, capabilities requests and transfers, error handling, location reporting, and session termination. This overhead is not only present in the core network, but also on the heavily constrained RAN, thus requiring precious time-frequency resources [2] , [33] .
Furthermore, in addition to session management and messaging, bandwidth may be required for position measurement as in the case of E-OTD and U/OTDOA. Specifically, in the case of OTDOA, positioning reference signals (PRS) are commonly sent from multiple eNBs. As it is, the detectability of these PRSs has been shown to be poor, as they sometimes suffer high signal-to-interference noise ratios (SINRs) from neighboring cells (i.e., the near-far problem) [37] . The availability of this type of positioning method can be increased from 31% to 74% through the use of base station idle periods that further drain the RAN resources [39] .
The second limitation of the legacy positioning schema is the latent network infrastructure geometry. The geometry of the positioning infrastructure plays a large role in the resulting quality of LBS, and thus deserves specific treatment. To be more precise, we submit the normalized Fisher information as a primary measure for quantifying this effect. Classically, the Fisher information I is known as a way of describing how much information is conveyed in the realization of a random variable. It is intuitive that an observation drawn from a random variable with a highly peaked probability density function will convey more information about the latent density than a realization from a random variable with a more uniform density. If the distributions in question describe the error associated with a distance measurementd resulting from the actual distance d in a multilateration scheme, then this intuition is summarized in the general equation for Fisher information given as [36] 
From (1), it is evident that the expected concavity of the latent distribution determines the amount of information conveyed. To develop this relationship further, let the probability density function that describes the distance estimate p d |d be Gaussian, a widely accepted approximation in distance estimation [21] . In this case, the concavity of p d |d is a function only of the variance.
The relationship in (1) can be further extended for geolocation applications by [40] 
where p = [x, y] T represents the orthogonal Cartesian directions. If we let the above distribution be a multivariate Gaussian distribution with dimension N , such thatd
T , then (2) becomes the Fisher information matrix (FIM) [36] 
where
and
We then modify (3) to provide the normalized Fisher information matrix (nFIM) asĨ
where I {N } is the N × N identity matrix. In this way, the nFIM I provides a metric for geolocation accuracy that is only predicated on the underlying infrastructure geometry. As our focus is on system-level performance, not individual measurement improvement, we find the nFIM to be a suitable metric for evaluating a system's geometric efficiency for positioning. A typical measure of the information available in the FIM, which we here apply to the nFIM, is the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) η given by η = Tr(Ĩ −1 ). Generally speaking, GDOP can be viewed as the scale factor that relates the accuracy of individual distance measurements to the accuracy of the final position estimate via [36] 
Indeed, it can be seen from (6) that position estimates are highly dependent on the geometry of the positioning infrastructure, yet paradoxically geometry generally cannot be influenced once the infrastrucure is installed. For instance, in a string-ofpearls implementation of base stations, which is common on major thoroughfares such as interstates and highways, the information afforded by the geometry is very poor and will result not only in low accuracy, but in highly varying results even vis-à-vis a very precise positioning scheme. To illustrate this phenomenon, we present a numerical study, in which η is calculated for a UE traveling along a series of base stations arranged in a string-of-pearls geometry (presented in Fig. 3 ). Each distance estimate for the closest N = 3 eNBs was calculated aŝ
2 ) is the standard Gaussian distribution with mean μ and variance σ 2 . The resulting system of equations is then solved by means of linear least squares [41] . The results are presented in Fig. 3(a) alongside the theoretical η in Fig. 3(b) . In these figures, the variable nature of the accuracy ofp, presents an untenable solution for a robust positioning system. In the left-hand pane, we see position estimates whose variance changes significantly depending on where the target is located relative to the base stations. This behavior is verified through the analysis shown in the right pane, where the theoretical η predicts the same variability in performance. This variability is a direct result of the poor, collinear geometry of a string-of-pearls configuration.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we submit a positioning methodology based on a previously introduced algorithm, cellular synchronizationassisted refinement (CeSAR) [14] - [16] . The proposed methodology maintains a continuously running subcell position estimate of connected UEs via the TA parameter. The methodology and system implementation is bandwidth efficient, geometrically robust, and compatible with any UE.
The proposed system is a modification of the existing E-UTRAN. Specifically, range estimate modules (REMs) will be deployed in the RAN (cf., Fig. 1 ) to take ranging measurements of connected UEs. The REMs could, alternatively, be repurposed LMUs that have already been implemented in GSM and are designated for use in future releases of LTE [2] . Additionally, the affordability of software-defined radio technology makes this a relatively inexpensive modification in portions of the E-UTRAN where no existing LMUs are deployed. A final option for implementation of the REM is the UMTS/LTE PE.
The REMs will remain entirely passive with regard to connected UEs requiring no transmission of signaling or data to the UE population. The only spectrum requirement from the REMs will be for repurposed LMU-As, PEs, or other devices with no wired backhaul. 3 The positioning scheme is largely TA based, similar to several of the existing positioning mechanisms in the LTE and GSM standards. The novelty of the proposed system architecture lies in the inference of the individual UE uplink burst timing from issued TAs. The TA is classically used to infer an annular range from the base station within which the UE must be located (550 m for GSM [12] , 78.125 m for LTE [13] ). However, the intended purpose of the TA is to adjust UE uplink burst timing to account for the variable propagation delay of a mobile client [32] . Thus, the TA also establishes the exact UE uplink transmission time. Following [14] , our method would therefore proceed as in Algorithm 1. The REM would observe and record TAs τ i (i.e., individual client uplink burst transmission times) of the ith client. These data would be recorded as the tuple u i , τ i , Δt i , where u i is the ith UE's network identity, τ i is that UE's uplink frame transmission time as specified by the TA, and Δt i is the calculated difference in the associated uplink burst time of flight from the UE to the REM. Note that in order to properly locate the UE uplink bursts in the proper orthogonal frequency-division multiple access time-frequency resource, the REM must also monitor uplink assignments on the physical downlink control channel [32] . These data would then be stored in the data structure D, and periodically transmitted back to the correct network-based functional entity (e.g., E-SMLC) with a frequency specified by timeUpdateTimer.
We also repurpose the E-SMLC as the SMLC-light (SMLC-L) by only requiring the proposed positioning functionality. T as an argument, where τ i is the most recent TA for the ith user, reported by the eNB(s). Older data in M are then updated and new user data are added with the set of position estimates
T , and older, out-of-date data for users no longer active in the area served by the SMLC-L or for whom newer data are available are archived. LBS clients may then authenticate to the SMLC-L and request the location of a target user. In turn, the SMLC-L is able to 4 Further information on this data fusion process can be found in [16] . provide a location estimatep i , along with the last time that that position estimate was updated t i .
As time-division multiple access is a strong contender for integration into the 5G standard [9] , [42] , the proposed architecture would be forwards compatible with future cellular deployments as well as current and legacy technologies. The architecture may then provide a pervasive LBS paradigm that spans the space of cellular markets from rural locations, where cellular infrastructure is sparse and user handsets are older, to modern cutting-edge deployments such as the first deployment of 5G technology at the forthcoming winter Olympics.
The LBS-update methodology is push based, in that the positions of UEs are maintained on a running basis and not necessarily initiated by a particular client. This improves LBS latency and reduces the required control overhead as shown in Fig. 4 . Here, we demonstrate this particular benefit of our architecture through evaluation of an LBS event typical of a cellular network. In the top pane of Fig. 4 , we show the current requirement for an LBS session [2] . We assume that the target UE is connected in order to assume a best case scenario since an idle UE would require further signaling to service an LBS request [43] . In
Step 1, the UE, here acting as the LBS client, requests service from the E-SMLC via the eNB. The client then provides its capabilities with regard to what measurements it can support. The E-SMLC then provides assistance data to the client. 5 The UE then provides location information to the E-SMLC where the position estimate is made and then returned to the client. We note that this exchange is optimistic in that information is provided in lieu of a request. For instance, instead of the UE providing its measurement capabilities directly, it could be that the E-SMLC would first need to request them. This is also true of the remaining exchanges in the messaging. Therefore, a sin-gle location request may require anywhere from five to eight LPP protocol data unit exchanges, which traverse both the RAN and CN. In contrast, if the position estimate is made continuous via timing information, the RAN is not impacted by location measurements. Furthermore, only an LCS request and response is required for an LBS client on the RAN in order to provide a location estimate as shown in the bottom pane of Fig. 4 . In the event that a highly precise location estimate is required, the network can default to the legacy LPP messaging; however, we will later show that a perponderance of LBS service requests will be satisfied by the accuracy inherent vis-à-vis timing-based position estimation.
In summary, the proposed location system has several advantages.
1) No dedicated spectrum in the RAN is required to estimate the positionx. 2) No session establishment or management is necessary to estimatex. 3) No assumptions about UE capability are made by the system. 4) The system accommodates power-constrained geolocation (cf., unassisted GNSS). 5) Computation of position estimates and database management is moved entirely to the SMLC-L, alleviating computational burden at the UE and REM, while also relieving the E-SMLC of its LPP session management responsibilities. 6) Location-based vulnerabilities are mitigated (cf., GSM location privacy concerns). 7) The system mitigates the near-far problem associated with techniques requiring transmission from neighboring base stations. 8) The geolocation scheme is both backward (i.e., GSM, LTE, etc.) and forward (i.e., 5G) compatible. 9) The flexibility of REM deployment mitigates poor network geometry. The last two enumerated advantages are significant. Compatibility with 5G deployments would poise LBS as an important source of information for 5G capabilities such as energy-efficient UDN deployment, effective and fast antenna beamforming, and SDMA. The final point highlights its more fundamental capability of lowering the nominal error in a positioning scheme independent of how each individual distance measurement is made. This is the main focus of investigation in Section V.
V. OPTIMAL SUPPORTING INFRASTRUCTURE ORGANIZATION
In this section, we discuss relevant parameters with regard to system infrastructure layout. We then substantiate the proposed system architecture with a numerical study, and present two notable corollaries that arise from our findings.
A. Geometric Considerations
Placement of the REM such that average GDOP η is minimized is of particular concern in this system. It is evident from (8) that infrastructure placement is of particular importance in maximizing the benefit of REM implementation. To illustrate this, we consider the REM placement in a standard cell sector of 120
• . The REM location must not only minimize η, but also be sufficiently close to the UE so as to maximize the probability of reception vis-à-vis UEs in neighboring cells (i.e., maximize SINR). Therefore, placement along the cell edge is not optimal. For instance, if the UE is significantly closer to the eNB, the REM will not have sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to decode the uplink burst, let alone be able to distinguish it from other UEs transmitting in neighboring cells close to the cell edge. Alternatively, a REM placed too close to the eNB offers little extra information in the way ofĨ, since the REM-UE and eNB-UE angles will be very similar. We, therefore, submit that a location somewhere along the arc subtending the middle distance of the cell satisfies the aforementioned considerations.
Consider now the angular distance of the REM within the serving sector. Superficially, it would appear that the center of that sector angle would be a promising candidate location for reasons of reception. However, when we refer to Fig. 5 and (6), it is clear that this is a poor choice of geometry. Specifically, there is a large portion of the sector, on axis with the REM and eNB, which experiences heavy GDOP. Additionally, a centrally located REM range measurement combined with a TA may intersect at two points within the sector, making the position estimate ambiguous.
Consider next the possibility of a single REM (N = 1) located on the sector edge as in Fig. 6(b) . In this case, the region of poor geometry is limited in the sector and the probability of reception is also adequately addressed. We may then wish to consider one REM on each sector boundary in the serving cell (N = 2) as in Fig. 6(c) . Here, we see further improvement in accuracy. The mutually supporting, semi-orthogonal positions of the REMs completely remove regions of very poor geometry seen when N = 1, while further improving the probability of reception. Additionally, sector boundaries can also be used to completely remove ambiguity in position estimates, a pathology which may otherwise present in a centrally located REM. Given these observations, we submit that a satisfactory scheme would be to deploy three REMs per cell, one on each sector boundary, with each REM serving two sectors simultaneously. Fig. 6 . Normalized performance η for various network configurations is presented as a cumulative density. While the macrocell hexagonal geometry is the best, it still suffers from the near-far problem, limiting its availability to 31%, or 74% with eNB idle periods [39] . To combat this, we propose a system including one or two REMs. A two-REMs configuration (or three per cell if each REM serves two sectors) offers excellent performance relative to the other methods. The two-tier heterogeneous network demonstrates that cell densification alone will not solve the latent geometric inefficiencies. (a) Cumulative probability of η for various system configurations. (b) η surface for one REM. (c) η surface for two REMs.
B. Results
In order to further quantify the geometric information inherent in the proposed scheme, we present a numerical study highlighting the GDOP η under various architectures. Here, a UE is placed at random, with uniform probability, inside a serving sector with either one (N = 1) or two (N = 2) REM(s) providing location assistance data to the E-SMLC as described above. We then calculate η, as in (6) , to evaluate the baseline potential for positioning. This process is then repeated multiple times to realize synthetic results via Monte Carlo trials. The resulting cumulative distribution function of η is presented in Fig. 6(a) .
In order to compare the proposed architecture with the current state of the art, the simulation was repeated for two legacy structures. First, a "honeycomb" hexagonal macrocell eNB network and a future heterogeneous network. The heterogeneous network, specified in LTE Release 11+, is modeled here as a two-tier (K = 2) Poisson point process (P3) with intensities [44] . In the case of the hexagonal grid, the near-far problem, which plagues current methods utilizing signals from neighboring cells, is abstracted away, and thus provides an idealized representation of this kind of positioning system. Admittedly, the geometry is, on average, the best of all the tested infrastructure layouts. However, as noted before, this methodology is limited to cell boundary areas, making it of little use as a single unified position estimation method. The heterogenous deployment also provides relatively good results. With K = 2, two tiers of hardware are represented. Tier k = 1 represents the traditional macrocell deployment, whereas tier k = 2 represents picocell deployment to support high-traffic-volume locales. While heterogeneous networks are considered a future technology, current cellular infrastructure is already experiencing a tiered deployment to some extent. The resulting positioning landscape is not as good as the Heterogenous Network σd = 48.31 m The geometry is not as optimal as a hexagonal array, but does not suffer from cell boundary issues. However, positioning protocol overhead is not addressed. Additionally, (2) guarantees that an increase in intensity λ alone will not improve positioning accuracy. 
C. Two Corollaries to Positioning System Architecture
Two considerations arise out of the former evaluation. First, the evolution of heterogeneous networks promises to meet capacity needs with cell densification. It is interesting, therefore, to note what impact this will have on the above result as the intensity λ increases. To investigate this effect, consider (6) . From this relationship, it is clear that the information provided is not a function of distance. Instead, only the angular geometry ultimately determines η. Therefore, it can be said that cell densification will produce no change in the overall positioning outlook (with respect to geometry). In fact, the results presented above will hold ∀λ, and we must look to other means to satisfy positioning requirements.
Next, we recast the results above in terms of the FCC E-911 mandate, to demonstrate how accurate an individual distance estimated must be in order to meet this mandate [given a network geometry via (8) ]. The E-911 mandate is specified separately for network-based and handset-based techniques. As the proposed method is a network-based technique, we compare our results to the corresponding E-911 network-based requirements of Pr T is the true location of the UE [1] . Now, using (8), we can specify the individual distance estimated requirements given a specific geometry (summarized in Table I ). Upon inspection of the E-911 requirements, it is obvious that they are written for a normally distributed error. However, the resulting probability density functions of η are much more peaked, thus the Pr[η ≤ X] = 0.67 is always the limiting case. In order to meet the E-911 requirement, the proposed case where N = 1 requires the most precise distance measurement at σd = 24.45 m. Next, the heterogeneous deployment requires a distance measurement precision of σd = 48.31 m. The proposed case where N = 2 provides the most leniency when it comes to range estimation accuracy, with σd = 63.69 m. Finally, the hexagonal architecture provides the best performance, but suffers from the previously discussed OTDOA near-far problem, largely regarded as a nonstarter in cellular positioning.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a novel system geolocation architecture able to deliver modern, timing-based, low-cost LBS. While timing-based LBS is, in itself, not novel (e.g., [12] , [36] ), the way in which our architecture implements a continuous positioning solution mitigates two key limitations of popular current and legacy cellular network positioning schemas (e.g., A-GNSS, E-CID, or OTDOA): excessive data overhead in positioning management traffic and poor network infrastructure geometry. By addressing these limitations, this architecture can contribute as an enabler for modern 5G data rates while preserving the, now axiomatic, LBS capability in the network. To address these limitations, we proposed a network system architecture that passively maintains a running position estimate of all connected UEs at the SMLC-L. Maintenance of this estimate is done with existing network parameters (e.g., the TA and uplink scheduling grants), and therefore assumes no particular UE capability. Because the distance estimates are collected passively, the effect of positioning on user data throughput is mitigated to the greatest extent possible. In this way, the only overhead required is for the LBS-client to send a position request to the SMLC-L and receive the resulting response.
The proposed architecture provides LBS with modern accuracy at no cost to the RAN, enabling the 3GPP mandate that LBS does not compromise "...the radio transmission or signaling capabilities of the E-UTRAN" [2] ; a mantra that becomes increasingly important as the research and production markets migrate from 4G to the massive data rates promised by 5G. Indeed, the proposed architecture can be leveraged to enable 5G features such as SDMA, UDNs, and device-to-device communications, among others. Furthermore, the backward compatibility inherent in this architecture poise it as a capable solution both in rural locales, where network infrastructure and UE are older, and in modern, complex 5G networks alike.
Our proposed architecture repurposes existing equipment (e.g., LMUs and PEs) for the purpose of passive positioning, which we term as REM. We have also proposed a REM deployment architecture that minimizes the resulting GDOP, thus optimizing the layout to achieve the best possible degree of precision. We have shown that our system architecture meets the FCC E-911 mandate with an individual distance estimate error as high as σd ≈ 63 m.
In summary, our proposed architecture is able to easily meet and exceed the E-911 mandate, while remaining agnostic to UE capability, freeing spectrum for improved data throughput, alleviating the UE of computational burden, and maintaining a continuous UE position estimate to enable 5G technologies.
